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ABSTRACT

Electronic markets are expected to facilitate consumer information search and product comparison to the extent that consumers are able to accumulate nearly perfect information. The authors present an analysis of search patterns based on a laboratory experiment on product search processes. They identified three types of search patterns in the experiment: sequential, agent search, and iterative search. They studied the factors affecting the choice and the outcome of agent search pattern compared to the other search patterns. The results show that the employed search pattern has an impact on search cost and the efficiency of search measured with purchase price and the time used for searching. Agent search seems to combine low search costs with high efficiency. Sequential search still emerged as the dominant search pattern even though it leads to the most expensive purchase. Iterative search pattern search pattern.
INTRODUCTION


There are nearly 60 factors that have been found to influence the consumer pre-purchase information search (Schmidt and Spreng 1996; Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991). In the past decades, some researchers have modeled the relationships among these 60 factors influencing the consumer search behavior (Kulviwat et al. 2004, Schmidt and Spreng 1996, Srinivasan and Ratchford 1991, Punj and Staelin 1983). Consumer information search has been one of the most enduring literature streams in consumer research (Beatty and Smith 1987). However, information search is often costly (Stigler 1961, Wu et al. 2004, Öörni 2002). The main cost factor is typically the opportunity cost of the searcher's time (Wu et al. 2004, Öörni 2003). Search costs depend on consumer's ability to search, which heavily impacts the pattern of search one can adopt (Öörni 2002).

We have three claims in our work: 1) Consumers employ different search patterns in their pre-purchase search (H1), 2) Age, gender and knowledge have an effect on choosing a search pattern (H2), 3) Different search patterns influence the outcomes of search activity (H3). In the body of this paper, we will first discuss the prototypical search patterns identified in consumer behavioral literature; sequential and agent search. This work connects the search pattern to the outcomes of
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